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Zero Deaths & Serious Injuries by 2024

Annual Fatalities
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Fatalities
Building Safe Streets, Managing Speed

Raised Crosswalk
Zig-Zag Pavement Markings
Eliminating Dangerous Features

Prioritizing Vulnerable Travelers

Uncontrolled Crosswalk → Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon
2nd Proposed Rulemaking – Still in Progress

Safe Zones with Lower Speed Limits

Near schools, playgrounds, recreation centers, pools, athletic fields, senior centers
DC Public Schools
Biking in the Park Program

Universal Bicycle Education
For all DCPS 2\textsuperscript{nd} Graders
- DDOT funded bicycles

Culminates in a group ride
Aligned with Vision Zero Grant
- Pop-Up Bike Repair Shops

First year: 4,000 Students at 78 elementary schools
Gearin’ Up Bicycles – Vision Zero Grant
Vision Zero Youth Summit

150+ Youth
70+ Surveys completed
Vision Zero can shine a light on proven programs

Bike to School Day
Walk to School Day
The Office of the State Superintendent of Education, Division of Student Transportation (OSSE DOT) uses a recognition program to celebrate exemplary school bus drivers and attendants. Nominations for the recognition program are collected from schools, parents and students through an online survey.
Open Data

Crash Records and Locations of Concern
Programmatic Coordination

Vision Zero ↔ Safe Routes to School ↔ DCPS
- close coordination, strong communication
STAY CONNECTED WITH VISION ZERO

DCVisionZero.com
DDOT.DC.gov
Vision.Zero@dc.gov
@DCVisionZero #VZDC
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